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Centurion Invest (CI) announces its participation as a primary sponsor & exhibitor of the Crypto market leader AIBC summit, which will occur at the InterContinental Dubai Festival City Dubai on the ...
Centurion Invest Is Officially Sponsoring Dubai AIBC Summit
Microsoft adds a new Goals capability to Power BI Premium. Goals makes KPIs, OKRs and scorecards remarkably easy, connected and integrated with other Microsoft services, including Teams.
Microsoft introduces Power BI Goals, attacks its performance management demons
April 14, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Automation Anywhere, a global leader in robotic process automation (RPA) today announced the winners of its Global Partner Awards that were presented at the company's ...
Automation Anywhere Announces Winners of its 2021 Global Partner Awards
Ideas, especially profound ones, make the world a better place. On that score, the Nigerian Economic Summit Group has once again proffered salient ideas to the Muhammadu Buhari regime as it tries to ...
NESG on the ailing economy
When a new technology emerges, financial services firms often are among the first adopters. Anything that can provide banks, investment houses, or ...
Graph Analytics Powers Insights in Financial Services
NATO summit meetings provide periodic opportunities for Heads of ... decision to use AWACS aircraft in service until 2035 and use them to provide information to the Global Coalition to Counter ISIL; ...
Summit meetings
Leveraging network infrastructure based around SASE is an important step in preparing for the latest developments in finserv technology.
Why Financial Services Needs Network Transformation
Adobe Sign (formerly EchoSign) is a cloud-based e-signature service that allows the user to send, sign, track, and manage signature processes using a browser or mobile device. It is part of the Adobe ...
Adobe Sign transforming the way businesses compete through digital experience
China's scientific and technological workers in this area have made a number of significant, internationally influential innovations over recent years. In 2020, Chinese scientists developed the ...
Xi Focus: Digitalization injects vitality into China's real economy
Heath recalled how customer success, support and product teams all needed to get involved: “When people work closely together and are looking to solve problems with good hearts and sincerity, amazing ...
DocuSign CTSO Shares Key Learnings from The Pandemic and Best Practices for Digital Transformation
Hanwha’s cobots not only automate manual work, but the HCR Advanced Series also provides ... April 12, 2021 – Fitness Machine Technicians, specialists in the maintenance and repair of exercise ...
Knoxville Biz Ticker: Downtown Knoxville is hiring
Avalanche Physical Therapy, owned by Vail-Summit Orthopaedics & Neurosurgery ... also skilled in functional dry needling, instrumented manual tooling, therapeutic cupping, aquatic therapy ...
Vail-Summit Orthopaedics & Neurosurgery brings patients back to full speed
First published in 1999, the groundbreaking Exile and Pride is essential to the history and future of disability politics. Eli Clare's revelatory writing ...
Exile and Pride: Disability, Queerness, and Liberation
I am pleased to announce that the next Summit of Allied leaders will take place on 14 June 2021 at NATO HQ in Brussels, Belgium. This is a unique opportunity to reinforce NATO as the enduring ...
NATO Secretary General announces date of the 2021 Brussels Summit
Spring Job Fair at Tanger Outlets Sevierville April 28 Sevierville, TN April 23, 2021 - Tanger Outlets Sevierville is pleased to announce that we are hosting a center-wide Spring Job Fair ...
Knoxville Biz Ticker: Apex Bank invests $1 million in nation's oldest minority bank
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - Republican leaders in West Virginia remained divided on how to enact an income tax cut after a summit called by Gov. Jim Justice, who unveiled a revised proposal at the ...
W.Va. Republicans remain divided after summit on income tax
The Government of Ireland Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) is Red Hat’s open technologies to develop a machine learning platform.
Ireland’s Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine Teams with Red Hat to Create Real-Time Machine Learning Platform to Digitize Grant Application and Payment Processing ...
GREAT BARRINGTON, Mass. (AP) - A summit of a Massachusetts mountain with a literary connection is being renamed, along with one of its trails, after outcry from Native American groups that call ...
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